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ABSTRACT

Plants have evolved constitutive and inductive defense mechanisms to protect themselves from herbivorous
insects. Metabolites in plants are thought to be involved in response to herbivores. Bambusa emeiensis is an
important bamboo species widely distributed in Southwest China. It is easy to attract herbivores such as Cyrto-
trachelus buqueti. Through the detection and analysis of metabolites in B. emeiensis metabolomic data, 35 differ-
ential metabolites (biomarkers) were finally identified from 206 detection peaks, mainly primary metabolites.
Subsequently, we conducted an association analysis between 35 biomarkers that annotated to be involved in
71 metabolic pathways in the metabolome and 324 differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in 207 gene expression
pathways distributed in the transcriptome of B. emeiensis after feeding by C. buqueti. We also discussed the rela-
tionship between the changes in gene expression levels and metabolite content variation. A total of 47 integrated
pathways containing the corresponding DEGs and biomarkers were screened out, with the amino acid synthesis
pathway (ko01230) containing the most DEGs and biomarkers. In these integrated pathways, the changes in bio-
markers content and the expression levels of the corresponding genes were generally consistent. For example, the
increase in tryptophan content was accompanied by an increase in the expression of the corresponding catalase in
the tryptophan synthesis pathway. Similar to this was glucose and trehalose in carbohydrate metabolism. There-
fore, this study further deepened our understanding of the defense mechanism of B. emeiensis against bamboo
pests and provided new insights for the prevention and control of bamboo diseases and pests.
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1 Introduction

In the natural environment, for economically valuable plants, insect feeding is an important constraint
that affects plant growth and plant resource exploitation. From the perspective of insects, plants are a source
of food for their growth and development, and reproduction, a place to lay eggs, and a shelter against natural
enemies [1]. Plants have evolved corresponding mechanisms of resistance to insect feeding to reduce or
overcome insect damage [2]. For example, plants form their own physical barriers, including waxy
cuticles, spines, and trichomes [3,4]. A representative example is the trichomes of bamboo shoots that
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effectively avoid feeding by C. buqueti [5]. In addition to this, plants respond to insect feeding stress by
producing large amounts of primary and secondary metabolites such as sucrose, saponins, and phenolic
compounds [6,7], or by secreting volatile substances to induce natural enemies of insects, thereby directly
or indirectly developing resistance to insect feeding [8].

The response of plants to insect feeding involves the regulation of expression of a large number of genes,
the regulation of transcription factors, the synthesis of proteins (enzymes) and changes in metabolite content.
Omics applications and their associated analyses can help us to better understand the mechanisms of plant-
insect interactions. Much of the previous work was carried out in multiple species using single omics
techniques, such as the high expression of carbohydrate-related genes in B. emeiensis in response to
C. buqueti feeding stress [9] and the significant changes in energy metabolism-related proteins in maize
in response to Holotrichia parallela feeding [10]. However, the multi-omics integration analysis can help
us understand the mechanisms of plant-insect interactions in greater depth at the molecular level [11–14].
For example, a study showed that ‘Red Russian’ Kale (Brassicae napus var. pabularia) had a common
mechanism of induction of changes in metabolites under methyl jasmonate induction and Cabbage
Looper (Trichoplusia ni Hübner) feeding stress, implying that it is useful for pest control and nutritional
quality of kale [15]

B. emeiensis is widely distributed in Southwest China and is a plant with high economic value that is
currently used in papermaking, landscaping and environmental protection [16]. In our previous study, we
identified a large number of carbohydrate genes in C. buqueti [17], analyzed the ability of C. buqueti to
degrade B. emeiensis lignocellulose, and explored the potential of using B. emeiensis for bioenergy
conversion [18]. In the process, we learned that C. buqueti is a B. emeiensis specialist insect that severely
damages and inhibits the development of bamboo shoots and affects the bamboo success rate of
B. emeiensis. In addition, the expression of related genes and metabolite changes in B. emeiensis after
feeding by C. buqueti remain unclear. Therefore, in this paper, we used transcriptome and metabolome
integration analysis to investigate the most important gene expression changes and metabolite changes in
B. emeiensis in response to C. buqueti infestation. This work will further deepen our understanding of the
mechanism of B. emeiensis against pest feeding and provide new clues for the prevention and control of
bamboo pests and subsequent exploitation of bamboo resources.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Plant Samples and Herbivory Treatments
B. emeiensis shoots grew in a bamboo garden at the Bamboo Diseases and Pests Control and Resources

Development Key Laboratory of Sichuan Province (103°98′N, 28°96′E), Sichuan Province, China.
C. buqueti samples were retrieved from Muchuan in Sichuan in August 2019. They were starved for 24 h
prior to use in this experiment. Subsequently, C. buqueti individuals were enclosed around the attached
bamboo shoots by cages in the treatments. The samples collection complied with local regulations and
did not require specific permission. B. emeiensis shoots that were not subjected to herbivore treatment
were used as controls and named as W group, while the B. emeiensis shoots infestation with C. buqueti
was labeled with Q group. After bamboo shoots of the Q group were fed for 3 h, the samples in the two
groups were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80°C [19,20].

2.2 Transcriptome Analysis
Previously, we have completed the sequencing of B. emeiensis transcriptome under C. buqueti pressure

and the identification of some transcription factors [16,20]. Here, we briefly describe the relevant methods.
Total RNAwas extracted from the samples and detected for RNA integrity. We did three biological replicates.
Subsequently, libraries were constructed and 125 bp/150 bp paired end-reads were generated by Illumina
sequencing platform (HiSeqTM 2500) sequencing. Low-quality reads were filtered out from the original
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data and subsequently assembled to obtain a non-redundant unigenes library. Transcripts were normalized for
expression using the Trinity program and FPKM (fragments per million characteristic kilobases) was
calculated. Normalized gene expression was performed by centralized and log2 transformation [21]. Gene
function was annotated using NR, Swiss-Prot, GO and KEGG databases. The screening and identification
of DEGs referred to corresponding standards [22].

2.3 Metabolite Extraction
Metabolite extraction was performed on 100 mg of B. emeiensis tissue with reference to a previous

method [23] and with slight modifications. 100 (±1) mg of plant tissues were placed in 5 mL tubes with
steel beads frozen in liquid nitrogen and then placed in a high-throughput tissue grinder (Xinzhi
SCIENTZ-48, China) and pulverized at 70 Hz for 1 min. The powder samples were then extracted with
1400 μL of pre-cooled methanol (−20°C) in an ultrasonicator (Shumei KW-100TDV, China) with 750 μL
chloroform and 1400 μL ddH2O for 30 min of sonication. The samples were centrifuged at 14,000 rpm
for 10 min in a freezing centrifuge (Xiangyi H1650-W, China), and the supernatant was then transferred
to a new 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube and concentrated using a vacuum centrifuge concentrator (Eppendorf
53050, Germany). 60 μL of methoxy solution was added and the reaction was carried out for 2 h at 37°C.
Finally, 60 μL of BSTFA reagent (containing 1% trimethylchlorosilane) was added and reacted at 37°C
for 90 min. The supernatant was removed by centrifugation at 12,000 rpm for 10 min at 4°C. The
supernatant of the same sample was subsequently combined, and 60 μL of aqueous ribitol solution
(internal standard, 0.2 mg/mL, purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, A5502) was added. In the extraction
condition experiments, at least nine replicates were taken for each condition. Quality control (QC)
samples were obtained by mixing 20 μL of each sample to be tested and were used to correct for bias in
the analytical results of the mixed samples and for errors caused by the analytical instrument itself.

2.4 Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry Analysis
The operation of gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) was referred to the method proposed

by Jan et al. [24]. The procedure was as follows: the extracts were analyzed using 7890A-5975C GC-MS
(Agilent, Palo Alto, USA) with an HP-5MS capillary column (5% phenyl/95% methylsiloxane 30 m ×
250 μm inner diameter, 0.25 μm film thickness; Agilent J&W Scientific, Folsom, USA). Subsequently, 1
μL of sample was injected through the autosampler in a 20:1 split ratio mode. The injector, interface and
ion source were maintained at temperatures of 280°C, 150°C and 230°C. A ramp-up procedure was used,
holding the initial temperature at 60°C for 2 min, then increasing to 300°C at a rate of 10°C per minute
and maintaining it at 300°C for 5 min. The carrier gas was helium at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. The
compound entered the electron bombardment ion source (70 eV) and was converted to ions, which then
entered the quadrupole mass analyzer. Data were collected in full scan mode with a mass range of 35–
750 mass-to-charge ratio (m/z).

2.5 Metabolome Analysis
Agilent MSD Chemstation (version E.02.00.493) with the default parameters was used to translate the

raw data to netCDF to obtain the baseline correction, peak alignment, peak detection, accurate masses, and
normalized peak intensity [25]. Then the automatic mass spectrometry deconvolution recognition system
(AMDIS) was used for deconvolution and peak acquisition. Subsequently, identification of metabolites
was conducted by matching their retention times and mass fragment patterns with several databases, such
as the National Institutes of Standards and Technology 8.0 (NIST, USA), the Human Metabolome
Database (HMDB; http://www.hmdb.ca/).
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Raw data through Pareto scaling, multivariate statistical analysis was conducted by using the ropls
package of R language. The principal component analysis (PCA), partial least squares-discriminate
analysis (PLS-DA) and orthogonal projections to latent structures discriminant analysis (OPLS-DA) were
used to investigate the relationships among the samples. Next, the variable importance in projection (VIP)
value was calculated to assess the contribution of each metabolite in B. emeiensis, by comparing the
metabolite profiling of samples at the same time. The differential metabolites (biomarkers) were VIP
values greater than 1 from each time point and P value < 0.05 [26]. Finally, differential metabolites
between Q and W groups were mapped to their respective biochemical pathways by utilizing MetPA
online tool (http://metpa.metabolomics.ca/) which was based on KEGG pathway. Through the
hypergeometric test, only the metabolic pathway with log (-p) value greater than 1.301 (P < 0.05) was
retained.

2.6 Integrated Analysis between DEGs and Biomarkers
The functional annotator KAAS (KEGG Automated Annotation Server) [27] was used to map transcript

identifiers to KO numbers and thus assign transcripts to KEGG pathways (single bidirectional best hit
approach using KAAS for gene representative sets; default blast score of 60). All biomarkers showing
masses that are statistically significantly discriminatory between the treatment and control groups were
included in the pathway mapping. MassTRIX reloaded for integrated analysis of transcriptomic and
metabolomic data [28]. Log2 fold ratios of mapped transcripts and biomarkers are displayed as color
codes on the KEGG pathway.

2.7 Statistical Analysis
The relative abundance of each metabolite was log2 transformed before analysis to meet normality.

Statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS 22.0 software package (IBM SPSS, Somers, NY, USA).

3 Results

3.1 Identification and Expression Pattern Analysis of Metabolites
All the samples were analyzed by GC-MSwith AMDIS software. A total of 206 peaks were detected and

75 substances were finally identified (Table S1). These metabolites are mainly amino acid, organic acid,
polyol, sugar, fatty acid, and phosphoric acid (Fig. S1A). Among these classes, amino acids were the
most prevalent (24 members constituting 32% of the metabolites), followed by organic acids
(22 members constituting 29% of the metabolites) (Fig. S1A). To evaluate the metabolic pattern of the
metabolites in the two groups, the relative value of the metabolites was taken as the metabolic level, and
the clustering analysis was carried out. The results of the heat map showed that the metabolic level of the
identified metabolites was significantly different between the two groups (Fig. S1B). Subsequently, by
Pareto scaling of the metabolite data, PCA results show that the first two components (PC1 and PC2)
accounted for 47.8% of the total variation in the PCA score plot of B. emeiensis samples (PC1%, 34%;
PC2%, 13.8%). To better screen for differential metabolites between samples in the follow-up process, we
used supervised pattern recognition methods (PLS-DA and OPLS-DA), where the PLS-DA score plot
explained 42.4% of the variation and the permutation test plot indicated that the model was not overfitted.
In addition, the results of the OPLS-DA score plot indicated a 24.6% between-group variation and a
16.8% within-group variation for the W and Q groups (Fig. S2). Also, we calculated the VIP values of
metabolites and the results were integrated into Table 1.
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Table 1: Summary of identified biomarkers in the W and Q groups

Biomarkers Classification VIP
value

Compound
number

Fold change
(Q/W)

Log2 fold
change (Q/W)

P value

Putrescine amine 1.7631 C00134 3.3062 1.7252 0.007

Ethanolamine amine 1.6119 C00189 2.878 1.5251 0.0026

Tyrosine amino acid 1.2173 C00082 37.451 5.2269 0.0089

4-Aminobutyric acid amino acid 1.327 C00334 33.728 5.0759 0.0026

Alanine amino acid 1.3259 C00041 5.4047 2.4342 0.0052

Tryptophan amino acid 1.2521 C00078 4.3368 2.1166 0.0067

Histidine amino acid 1.2227 C00135 3.8678 1.9515 0.0008

beta-Alanine amino acid 1.4384 C00099 3.6582 1.8711 0

Isoleucine amino acid 1.2177 C00407 1.7236 0.7854 0.0001

2-Aminobutyric acid amino acid 1.0692 C02356 1.6177 0.6939 0.0005

Serine amino acid 1.0537 C00065 1.3841 0.4689 0.0181

Homoserine amino acid 1.097 C00263 1.3193 0.3998 0.007

Fumaric acid organic acid 1.1868 C00122 5.758 2.5256 0.0012

Lactic acid organic acid 1.4802 C00186 2.2082 1.1429 0.021

Glyceric acid organic acid 1.4178 C00258 1.592 0.6708 0.001

2-Hydroxyglutaric acid organic acid 1.0057 C03196 1.4157 0.5015 0.0296

Threonic acid organic acid 1.1405 C01620 1.2582 0.3314 0.0028

Malonic acid organic acid 1.1142 C00383 1.2187 0.2853 0.0266

2, 4, 5-Trihydroxypentanoic acid organic acid 1.108 – 0.8376 −0.2557 0.0315

4-Hydroxybenzoic acid organic acid 1.3061 C00156 0.4602 −1.1198 0.0242

Uracil others 1.4014 C00106 1.6557 0.7275 0.0233

Threonic acid-1, 4-lactone others 1.0163 – 0.752 −0.4113 0.0174

Adenosine others 1.6542 C00212 0.4309 −1.2145 0.0127

Urea others 1.5586 C00086 0.3102 −1.6887 0.0154

Glycerol-3-phosphate phosphoric acid 1.1945 C00093 0.7094 −0.4953 0.0041

Mannitol 1-phosphate phosphoric acid 1.108 C00064 0.7077 −0.4988 0.0161

Erythritol polyol 1.0914 C00503 1.7891 0.8393 0.0001

1-Monohexadecanoylglycerol polyol 1.2777 – 0.8437 −0.2452 0.0295

myo-Inositol polyol 1.5773 C00137 0.5841 −0.7756 0.0084

Maltose sugar 1.0159 C00208 1.5041 0.5889 0.0161

Sucrose sugar 1.3185 C00089 1.4867 0.5722 0.0001

Trehalose sugar 1.0327 C01083 1.4409 0.5269 0

Ribose sugar 1.0477 C00121 1.3927 0.4779 0.0032

Glucose sugar 1.5826 C00031 0.771 −0.3752 0

Isomaltose sugar 1.6881 C00252 0.4621 −1.1137 0.0002
Note: W group: B. emeiensis shoots were not fed by C. buqueti. Q group: B. emeiensis shoots were fed by C. buqueti.
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3.2 Screening of Differential Metabolites and Annotation of Metabolic Pathways
35 differential metabolites (biomarkers) between the two groups (Q and W) were screened from the

75 metabolites, and the detailed information was summarized in Table 1. We found that 11 biomarkers
predominantly accumulated in the W group and 24 significantly accumulated in the Q group. The
biomarkers were mainly classified into several major categories, such as amino acids and sugars. Among
them, tyrosine exhibited the maximum differences with fold changes of 37.5 between the W group and Q
group. We also investigated the metabolic pathways by using MetPA online tool, and the results showed
that the 35 biomarkers were annotated into 71 KEGG pathways, including metabolic pathways,
biosynthesis of secondary metabolites, and biosynthesis of amino acids (Table S2).

3.3 Transcriptome Analysis
In this study, we used the transcriptome data of B. emeiensis sequenced in the previous study [16,20],

from which 207 KEGG pathways, mainly involved with the biosynthesis of amino acids, starch and sucrose
metabolism, carbon metabolism, and tyrosine and tryptophan biosynthesis, were retrieved (Table S3). In
total, 324 differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were also retrieved among these pathways and the
detailed DEGs information, including fold change values, length, annotations, and P values, were shown
in Table S4.

3.4 Integrated Analysis of Metabolomic and Transcriptomic KEGG Pathways
All the possible metabolic pathways provided by KEGG were well annotated with the required catalytic

enzymes at almost every metabolic step. We performed an integrated analysis between 71 metabolic
pathways (35 biomarkers) and 207 gene expression pathways (324 DEGs). The results showed that only
47 pathways consisting of related DEGs and biomarkers were identified. Biosynthesis of amino acids
(ko01230) contained the most biomarkers and DEGs among all pathways. The next were the starch and
sucrose metabolism pathways (ko00500), associated with 13 DEGs and 5 biomarkers (Table 2).

Table 2: Summary of pathway terms associated with DEGs and biomarkers

Pathway Description Gene ID Biomarkers

ko01230 Biosynthesis of
amino acids

comp1094_seq1/comp12112_seq0/
comp15819_seq2/comp1621_seq0/
comp17012_seq0/comp2069_seq0/
comp29549_seq0/comp3090_seq2/
comp3098_seq0/comp31723_seq0/
comp3202_seq3/comp3280_seq2/
comp3994_seq1/comp4214_seq0/
comp42654_seq0/comp4838_seq0/
comp5435_seq3/comp561_seq2/
comp5752_seq0

C00407; C00065;
C00263; C00041;
C00135; C00082;
C00078

ko00500 Starch and sucrose
metabolism

comp12329_seq1/comp14497_seq0/
comp17409_seq0/comp19053_seq5/
comp2133_seq0/comp308_seq1/
comp3915_seq1/comp3944_seq1/
comp4551_seq0/comp6051_seq0/
comp6541_seq1/comp7674_seq1/
comp9619_seq2

C00089; C00031;
C01083; C00208;
C00252

(Continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

Pathway Description Gene ID Biomarkers

ko01200 Carbon metabolism comp12112_seq0/comp14267_seq1/
comp1460_seq0/comp15819_seq2/
comp17822_seq0/comp2507_seq1/
comp4175_seq1/comp4214_seq0/
comp42654_seq0/comp5328_seq2/
comp561_seq2/comp5752_seq0

C00065; C00258;
C00041; C00122

ko00400 Phenylalanine,
tyrosine and
tryptophan
biosynthesis

comp1094_seq1/comp1621_seq0/
comp17012_seq0/comp2069_seq0/
comp3090_seq2/comp3098_seq0/
comp3280_seq2/comp3994_seq1/
comp4838_seq0/comp5435_seq3

C00082; C00078

ko00051 Fructose and
mannose metabolism

comp15819_seq2/comp29192_seq0/
comp308_seq1/comp42654_seq0/
comp550_seq3/comp561_seq2/
comp5752_seq0/comp6607_seq0/
comp942_seq3

C00644; C00186

ko00520 Amino sugar and
nucleotide sugar
metabolism

comp15819_seq2/comp29192_seq0/
comp308_seq1/comp42654_seq0/
comp550_seq3/comp561_seq2/
comp5752_seq0/comp6607_seq0/
comp942_seq3

C00031

ko00220 Arginine biosynthesis comp15819_seq2/comp42654_seq0/
comp5328_seq2/comp550_seq3/
comp561_seq2/comp5752_seq0/
comp875_seq2/comp942_seq3

C00086; C00122

ko00261 Monobactam
biosynthesis

comp15819_seq2/comp42654_seq0/
comp5328_seq2/comp550_seq3/
comp561_seq2/comp5752_seq0/
comp875_seq2/comp942_seq3

C00082; C00065

ko00010 Glycolysis/
Gluconeogenesis

comp15819_seq2/comp42654_seq0/
comp5328_seq2/comp550_seq3/
comp561_seq2/comp5752_seq0/
comp875_seq2/comp942_seq3

C00186; C00031

ko00360 Phenylalanine
metabolism

comp15819_seq2/comp42654_seq0/
comp5328_seq2/comp550_seq3/
comp561_seq2/comp5752_seq0/
comp875_seq2/comp942_seq3

C00122; C00082

ko00350 Tyrosine metabolism comp15819_seq2/comp42654_seq0/
comp5328_seq2/comp550_seq3/
comp561_seq2/comp5752_seq0/
comp875_seq2/comp942_seq3

C00082; C00122

(Continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

Pathway Description Gene ID Biomarkers

ko00020 Citrate cycle (TCA
cycle)

comp15819_seq2/comp42654_seq0/
comp5328_seq2/comp550_seq3/
comp561_seq2/comp5752_seq0/
comp875_seq2/comp942_seq3

C00122

ko00450 Selenocompound
metabolism

comp15819_seq2/comp42654_seq0/
comp5328_seq2/comp550_seq3/
comp561_seq2/comp5752_seq0/
comp875_seq2/comp942_seq3

C00041

ko00340 Histidine metabolism comp15819_seq2/comp42654_seq0/
comp5328_seq2/comp550_seq3/
comp561_seq2/comp5752_seq0/
comp875_seq2/comp942_seq3

C00135

ko00480 Glutathione
metabolism

comp15819_seq2/comp42654_seq0/
comp5328_seq2/comp550_seq3/
comp561_seq2/comp5752_seq0/
comp875_seq2/comp942_seq3

C00134

ko00280 Valine; leucine and
isoleucine
degradation

comp15819_seq2/comp42654_seq0/
comp5328_seq2/comp550_seq3/
comp561_seq2/comp5752_seq0/
comp875_seq2/comp942_seq3

C00407

ko00053 Ascorbate and
aldarate metabolism

comp15819_seq2/comp42654_seq0/
comp5328_seq2/comp550_seq3/
comp561_seq2/comp5752_seq0/
comp875_seq2/comp942_seq3

C00137

ko00562 Inositol phosphate
metabolism

comp15819_seq2/comp42654_seq0/
comp5328_seq2/comp550_seq3/
comp561_seq2/comp5752_seq0/
comp875_seq2/comp942_seq3

C00137

ko00720 Carbon fixation
pathways in
prokaryotes

comp15819_seq2/comp42654_seq0/
comp5328_seq2/comp550_seq3/
comp561_seq2/comp5752_seq0/
comp875_seq2/comp942_seq3

C00122

ko00362 Benzoate degradation comp15819_seq2/comp42654_seq0/
comp5328_seq2/comp550_seq3/
comp561_seq2/comp5752_seq0/
comp875_seq2/comp942_seq3

C00156

ko00627 Aminobenzoate
degradation

comp15819_seq2/comp42654_seq0/
comp5328_seq2/comp550_seq3/
comp561_seq2/comp5752_seq0/
comp875_seq2/comp942_seq3

C00156

(Continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

Pathway Description Gene ID Biomarkers

ko00030 Pentose phosphate
pathway

comp1460_seq0/comp15819_seq2/
comp4214_seq0/comp42654_seq0/
comp550_seq3/comp5752_seq0/
comp942_seq3

C00121; C00031;
C00258

ko00052 Galactose
metabolism

comp1460_seq0/comp15819_seq2/
comp4214_seq0/comp42654_seq0/
comp550_seq3/comp5752_seq0/
comp942_seq3

C00089; C00031;
C00137

ko00230 Purine metabolism comp1460_seq0/comp15819_seq2/
comp4214_seq0/comp42654_seq0/
comp550_seq3/comp5752_seq0/
comp942_seq3

C00212; C00086

ko00260 Glycine, serine and
threonine metabolism

comp11852_seq0/comp12112_seq0/
comp3090_seq2/comp3280_seq2/
comp4838_seq0/comp8423_seq0

C00065; C00258;
C00263; C00078

ko00270 Cysteine and
methionine
metabolism

comp10810_seq2/comp2378_seq0/
comp2493_seq0/comp31723_seq0/
comp4175_seq1/comp7170_seq0

C00065; C00263;
C02356; C00041

ko00240 Pyrimidine
metabolism

comp1475_seq1/comp23955_seq1/
comp2481_seq0/comp25373_seq0/
comp27060_seq0/comp5046_seq2

C00106; C00086;
C00383; C00099

ko00920 Sulfur metabolism comp1969_seq8/comp30007_seq0/
comp31723_seq0/comp36954_seq1/
comp37049_seq0/comp860_seq1

C00065; C00263

ko00630 Glyoxylate and
dicarboxylate
metabolism

comp11852_seq0/comp14267_seq1/
comp17822_seq0/comp2507_seq1/
comp29549_seq0/comp4175_seq1

C00258; C00065

ko00940 Phenylpropanoid
biosynthesis

comp14263_seq0/comp18970_seq0/
comp3915_seq1/comp46782_seq0/
comp7199_seq4/comp8539_seq0

C00082

ko00330 Arginine and proline
metabolism

comp2378_seq0/comp30056_seq0/
comp4090_seq0/comp7675_seq2/
comp875_seq2

C00334; C00134;
C00086

ko00680 Methane metabolism comp12112_seq0/comp15819_seq2/
comp17822_seq0/comp42654_seq0/
comp5752_seq0

C00258; C00065;
C00082

ko00561 Glycerolipid
metabolism

comp12319_seq2/comp30660_seq1/
comp30661_seq0/comp47970_seq1/
comp875_seq2

C00093; C00258

(Continued)
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3.5 Changes in the Expression Levels of Genes and Metabolites Content Involved in the Amino Acid
Biosynthesis Pathway and the Starch and Sucrose Metabolism Pathway in B. emeiensis Shoots
Infestion with C. buqueti
The relationship between changes in biomarker content and expression levels of DEGs can be visualized

in the same KEGG pathway. Here, we remapped the tryptophan and tyrosine biosynthetic pathways (Table 2,
Fig. 1A). We focused on the expression levels of genes associated with the tryptophan biosynthesis pathway
in the transcriptome data, and were able to retrieve many DEGs associated with tryptophan synthesis from

Table 2 (continued)

Pathway Description Gene ID Biomarkers

ko00710 Carbon fixation in
photosynthetic
organisms

comp14267_seq1/comp4175_seq1/
comp4214_seq0/comp561_seq2/
comp5752_seq0

C00041

ko00380 Tryptophan
metabolism

comp15672_seq0/comp2507_seq1/
comp2888_seq2/comp875_seq2

C00078

ko00250 Alanine, aspartate
and glutamate
metabolism

comp16903_seq3/comp29549_seq0/
comp3202_seq3/comp5046_seq2

C00041; C00334;
C00122

ko00620 Pyruvate metabolism comp2507_seq1/comp4175_seq1/
comp5328_seq2/comp875_seq2

C00186; C00122

ko00564 Glycerophospholipid
metabolism

comp12319_seq2/comp30660_seq1/
comp30661_seq0/comp3665_seq0

C00093; C00189

ko00410 beta-Alanine
metabolism

comp30056_seq0/comp875_seq2 C00099; C00334;
C00106; C00135

ko00460 Cyanoamino acid
metabolism

comp131_seq0/comp3915_seq1 C00082; C00407;
C00065

ko00643 Styrene degradation comp15597_seq1/comp4090_seq0 C00186; C00122

ko00640 Propanoate
metabolism

comp15337_seq0/comp2507_seq1 C00186; C00099

ko01210 2-Oxocarboxylic acid
metabolism

comp131_seq0 C00407; C00078;
C00082

ko00901 Indole alkaloid
biosynthesis

comp15369_seq0 C00078; C00031

ko00650 Butanoate
metabolism

comp2507_seq1 C00334; C00122

ko00760 Nicotinate and
nicotinamide
metabolism

comp16903_seq3 C00122; C00334

ko00950 Isoquinoline alkaloid
biosynthesis

comp16742_seq0 C00082
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shikimate to tryptophan, essentially constituting a more complete tryptophan synthesis pathway (Fig. 1A).
The expression levels of genes related to tryptophan synthesis in B. emeiensis were upregulated when B.
emeiensis was fed by C. buqueti (Fig. 1A, Table S5). Also, combined with the results of our
metabolomics data, we found that tryptophan content in B. emeiensis was significantly increased after
feeding by C. buqueti (Table 1, Fig. 1B). In addition, tyrosine shares part of the pathway with tryptophan
biosynthesis, and the metabolomic results showed that the content of tyrosine increased after feeding by
C. buqueti, but the expression of related genes in the biosynthetic pathway of tyrosine increased
(comp5435_seq3, comp17012_seq0) and decreased (comp3098_seq0); the study could not explain the
phenomenon well (Figs. 1A, 1B). Similar to these were histidine, alanine and serine, which need to be
explored in further studies.

As mentioned above, through the integration of KEGG annotation pathways of transcriptome and
metabolome involved in this study, we sketched the metabolic pathway maps of starch and sucrose to
preliminarily reflect the relationship between these metabolites (Table 2, Fig. 2A). This map was
associated with 13 DEGS and 5 biomarkers. For metabolite content changes, sucrose, maltose and
trehalose increased, while glucose and isomaltose decreased (Fig. 2B). In addition, from the perspective
of the changes in gene expression levels, we found that partial genes related to trehalose synthesis
(comp7674_seq1, comp9619_seq2 and comp12329_seq1) were up-regulated. However, most of the genes
related to the biosynthesis of glucose (comp19053_seq5, comp2133_seq0, comp4551_seq0, etc.) were
down-regulated (Fig. 2A, Table S5). The results of gene expression levels could further explain the
reasons for the changes in trehalose and glucose contents.

4 Discussion

Amino acids are the main form of nitrogen in plants and are not only a growth constraint for insect
herbivores but also a precursor to many defense-related plant metabolites, such as phenolics, alkaloids,
and some phytohormones [29–32]. Therefore, the regulation of amino acid biosynthesis is an important
regulatory mechanism for plant defense against herbivorous pests [33]. In our study, the content of amino
acid metabolites in B. emeiensis under insect feeding conditions was generally higher than that in
B. emeiensis when it was not fed, and tryptophan was the most representative compound (Fig. 1B). We
analyzed the content change of tryptophan and the gene expression patterns in the shikimate pathway and
the tryptophan biosynthesis pathway. Among the two associated pathways, chorismate was a key node. In
the shikimate pathway, we found that the expression levels of shikimate kinase (comp5435_seq3) and 3-
phosphoshikimate 1-carboxyvinyltransferase (comp17012_seq0) were up-regulated, suggesting that
chorismate synthesis should be increased, although we did not detect this compound in metabolites. Since
then, tryptophan biosynthesis had been initiated from the starting point of chorismate, and the catalytic
anthranilate of chorismate should be a key step in the transformation, which is mainly dominated by
anthranilate synthase. The genes encoding this enzyme (comp1621_seq0 and comp2069_seq0) were
significantly upregulated. In addition, the gene expression levels of other enzymes encoding the synthesis
of tryptophan were also up-regulated (Table S5, Fig. 1A). These results further explained the reason why
the content of tryptophan in B. emeiensis increased after C. buqueti feeding (Table 1, Fig. 1B), consistent
with the other research results [34]. We also found that the concentration of tyrosine increased (Fig. 1B),
and Coley et al. [35] reported that when the concentration of tyrosine was 4%, the growth rate of larvae
reduced by half, proving that tyrosine was also an integral part of herbivore defense.
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Figure 1: Herbivore-induced changes of genes expression levels and biomarkers content involved in
biosynthesis of amino acids in B. emeiensis. (A) A sketch of the tryptophan and tyrosine synthesis
pathways in this study and a heat map of the expression levels of the genes involved in this pathway.
Metabolites filled with red boxes mean increased metabolite levels. Gene colors indicated in red mean
upregulation at the corresponding step, while green is downregulation. The heat map ranges on a
logarithmic scale from 0 to 7. The meanings of W and Q are as described in the text. (B) Metabolite
normalized intensity in B. emeiensis in the W and Q groups. The X-axis represents the amin acid, while
the Y-axis represents the amino acid normalized intensity. Orange and blue boxes represent metabolites in
the control (W) and herbivore-treated (Q) groups, respectively. In the panel, only the values from the
same amino acid were compared (The asterisks represent different statistical significance, *: P < 0.05, **:
P < 0.01). All the values are shown as the mean ± SEM
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Figure 2: Herbivore-induced changes of gene expression levels and biomarkers content involved in starch
and sucrose metabolism in B. emeiensis. (A) A sketch of the starch and sucrose metabolism pathways in this
study and a heat map of the expression levels of the genes involved in this pathway. Metabolites filled in red
imply an increase in the level of that metabolite and those filled in green indicate downregulation. Other
annotations are as described above. (B) Metabolite normalized intensity in B. emeiensis samples. The
X-axis represents the sugars, while the Y-axis represents the normalized intensity of the sugars. Orange
and blue boxes represent metabolites in the control (W) and herbivore-treated (Q) groups, respectively. In
the panel, only the values from the same sugar were compared (The asterisks represent different statistical
significance, *: P < 0.05, **: P < 0.01, ***: P < 0.001). All the values are shown as the mean ± SEM
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As products of photosynthesis, carbohydrates are the main source of stored energy for host plants and
insect herbivores. In our previous study, we found that C. buqueti had a large scale of carbohydrate-active
enzyme genes and very high degradation efficiency for the lignocellulose of B. emeiensis, and the
lignocellulose of B. emeiensis was mainly composed of lignin, cellulose and hemicellulose, the three
components of which were mainly sugars and their derivatives [17,18]. This study further explored the
role of starch and sucrose metabolism related to carbohydrate in B. emeiensis based on transcriptome and
metabolome association analysis. After B. emeiensis was fed by C. buqueti, various sugars content in
B. emeiensis were changed and the possible reason was that there existed transformation among these
sugars (Table 1, Fig. 2A). We analyzed the expression patterns of relevant DEGs in this process. For
example, glucose was an important compound and can be converted from sucrose, maltose and fructose.
In terms of metabolic pathway, from sucrose to glucose, this process was catalyzed by sucrose: sucrose
1-fructosyltransferase (comp6051_seq0) and the gene expression of this enzyme was down-regulated.
Besides, the expression of 4-α-glucanotransferase (comp4551_seq0), which was involved in the
conversion of maltose to glucose, was also down-regulated. According to the other pathway, glucose
could also be produced as glucose-6P, which was then converted to other sugars, and the glucose content
of B. emeiensis decreased after C. buqueti feeding (Table S5, Figs. 2A, 2B).

Regarding trehalose, it has not been specifically reported in previous studies in relation to insect defense,
in contrast to the large number of studies showing the involvement of trehalose accumulation in response to
abiotic stresses (e.g., drought and salt stress) and in improving the efficiency of photosynthesis [36,37]. The
slight increase in its content after C. buqueti feeding could be due to two reasons. One was the increase in
sucrose content, which was converted to trehalose through the UDP-glucose and trehalose-6P pathways. At
the same time, the expression of most catalytic enzymes in this pathway was up-regulated, leading to a
gradual enrichment of trehalose. However, from another perspective, the content of UDP-glucose as an
intermediate might not be high due to the down-regulation of a gene (comp19053_seq5) that regulates
UDP-glucose synthesis, which indirectly leads to a decrease in trehalose conversion. In addition, the
increase in maltose content could be explained by similar reasons as trehalose, while the increase in
sucrose content could not be well explained according to the correlation analysis of this study (Table S5,
Figs. 2B, 2C). However, according to the conclusion of Yoon et al. [38], among these soluble sugars,
sucrose not only acts as a storage and protective molecule but also plays a central role in plant growth.

The involvement of carbohydrates in the construction of plant defense systems had also been observed
in previous studies on plant responses to insect feeding stress. For example, Kang et al. [23] showed that
Nilaparvata lugens significantly decreased glucose levels but increased maltose levels after the infestation
of rice, in agreement with our results. In addition, they found that most of the sugar levels recovered after
96 h of feeding and noted that the physiological regulation of sugar metabolism in rice is extremely
strong. Why is there a huge fluctuation of sugar in plants during insect feeding? Roitsch et al. [39]
observed that leaf damage induced an increase in the intensity of carbon sinks by increasing the activity
of invertase, which drove the influx of sucrose. Invertases and other enzymes catalyzing carbohydrate
degradation were activated and the expression levels of encoded genes, such as α-glucosidase,
β-fructofuranosidase and α-galactosidase, tend to be upregulated at the onset of insect damage [33], in
slight contrast to our results (Table S5). In addition to directly enhancing insect resistance, rapid
redistribution of primary metabolites in plants might also play a role in herbivore tolerance. Specifically,
when herbivores remained in plants, plants decomposed primary metabolites in damaged tissues and
transferred them to other organs for storage [40]. From a plant redevelopment perspective, this
redistribution process prevented herbivores from taking up more resources in the tissues so that the plant
could use them in future regrowth processes. Only after the end of the herbivore menace, resources are
transferred from storage organs to growing tissues [34], which was also consistent with the recovery of
most sugar levels in Nilaparvata lugens-fed rice since 96 h [23]. Another view was that the primary
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metabolites of plants were precursors of many secondary metabolites and that changes in their levels were
related to the synthesis of secondary metabolites with signal transduction and pest resistance [41]. In
addition, there was a view that differences in the level of metabolite variation were related to differences
in herbivore species, plant species, infested tissues, time of infestation, and techniques used to detect gene
expression [13,42].

In this work, we used transcriptome and metabolome integrated analysis to analyze the changes in
B. emeiensis metabolite and gene expression levels in response to C. buqueti feeding stress. We first
identified 35 biomarkers, which focused on amino acids and sugars, and better explained the changes in
tryptophan’s content and gene expression levels during its involvement in resisting the insect, and
preliminarily explored the process of tyrosine, glucose, and trehalose content changes. This study will
further deepen our understanding of the mechanisms of bamboo resistance to insect feeding and provide
some reference guidance for the subsequent prevention and control of bamboo diseases and insects.
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Supplementary material

Figure S1: All metabolites detected and annotated by GC-MS. A. A classification of all metabolites B.
A hierarchical clustering heat map of all metabolites. The heatmap scale ranges from −3 to +3 on a log2 scale.
The meanings of W and Q are described above

Figure S2: PCA, PLS-DA and OPLS-DA score plot of W and Q group samples

Table S1: All metabolites detected by GC-MS

Table S2: KEGG pathways with biomarkers identified in metabolome

Table S3: KEGG pathway associated with differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in the transcriptome

Table S4: DEGs in transcriptome enriched by metabonomic integration analysis

Table S5: Analysis of DEGs associated with amino acid or glucose metabolic pathways
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